This paper presented the objective evaluation method of Journals analyzed by the TOPSIS based on entropy weight and compared it with the traditional single valuation way. Based on the evaluation index, the objective weight of the index was calculated with the entropy method, the journals selected analyzed by TOPSIS. With the weights from normalized entropy, this paper calculated the distance from each journal to the best and the worst and worked out the rankings of the journal according to the proximity. Then the results from Principal Component Analysis and Single Evaluation Method were compared and analyzed, making the result of evaluating more objective and accurate.
Introduction
With the development of science, more and more different periodicals are published providing readers a wealth of information and resource. While providing numerous documents, a scientific evaluation system is needed to recommend and choose all the types of periodicals. In recent years studies on the evaluation method and system of the scientific and technological periodical appears constantly, comprehensive evaluation of index weight has become a hot spot, mainly including objective weighting methods, subjective weighting methods and combination giving-weight-value. Zhong et al. (1999) made use of the factor analysis approach to filter and establish the evaluation system; Zhou et al. (2006) evaluated the main Journals of Mathematics in China by the factor analysis approach; Guan et al. (2004) utilized the principal component analysis to do the comment ranking for the core foreign journals; Wang et al. (2003) conducted the application of WRSR methods incomprehensive evaluation of the medical journals. TOPSIS et al. (2008) based on entropy Method is an evaluation system which can reflect the actual working condition objectively, it has a huge application value in the practice. The score is determined by calculating the entropy value, the weight of the index and the corresponding best and worst value. PCA et al. (2011) however doesn't use the Weighting coefficient, which improves the objectivity and quality of the comments. As one of the multivariate analysis methods in mathematical statistics, it can avoid the shortcoming of human subjectivity. In determining the index weight and make the result more objective. This paper conducted the academic evaluation on the selected journals based on the TOPSIS and compared it with the traditional way, that is using the expanding the impact factors as the single evaluation index.
The Academic Level of Journals Evaluation Model upon TOPSIS Based on Entropy Method
Considering the influence different index have on the academic level, this paper made a comprehensive evaluation on the selected journals on the base of TOPSIS. Nine impact indexes on journals were selected and the objective weight of each index calculated by entropy method, with this, we eliminated the effects from subjective factors and made it more objective. Based on the data from the objective weight, the comprehensive evaluation was conducted with TOPSIS, finally stated and verified by PCA, thus we got the way to improve the evaluation of single index.
Evaluation Indicators of Journals
According to the data from documents, there are a few index that may affect the academic level and they are as followed:
(1) Extended total cited version number; The traditional evaluation of single index mainly refers to make the evaluation according to the two universal evaluation indexes of extended influence and extended total cited version number. That is we can get the position of the journal in the same category by comparing and ordering extended influence and extended total cited version number, thus valuing and evaluating its academic influence and position. But with it as the only measure to evaluate journals, there are shortcomings-the influences from other factors are overlooked. Due to simplifying too much, the objectivity and reliability of the method are under suspicion, especially in these sci-tech journals with great influence but low level of extended influence factor et al. (2007) .
TOPSIS Based on Entropy Weight Method
Entropy-weighting TOPSIS et al. (2011) is a common method in multi-objective decision nuking method with finite alternatives. It is based on the normalized original data matrix, an objective weight determination from the change of metric. Then we can get the optimal value and the worst, calculate the distance from certain scheme to the best and the worst and worked out the rankings of the journal according to the proximity.
Concrete steps of Entropy-weighting TOPSIS method are as follows:
(1) Establish the evaluated matrix with all positive number, supposing it has n samples and each sample has pindicators. So the original matrix is as follow
Then we standardize the evaluated data of the journals indicators. Concerning the trends and dimension of the indicators, we transform the negative indicators into the positive indicators so that all indicators can be compared homodromously. Here we use the Z-score method to standardize the data, as follow：
X are the standardized data,as follow： is the distance between the j-the valuation object and negative ideal solution :
is the distance between the j-the valuation object and negative ideal solution z
Calculate relative comprehensive evaluation degree of each object and rank them.
Comprehensive evaluation value for each evaluation object is:
, 1,2,
Closeness between the evaluation object and the ideal solution can be obtained. Then we rank them according to . If the value is bigger, indicating that the corresponding evaluation object closer to the optimal level; conversely, the value is closer to 0, the evaluation object represents the worst level.
Principal Component Analysis
This study determines the extensions according to the total contribution of the principle components, the weight from the variance of the principle components. It can eliminate the deviation from the relativity between the index and reduce the calculating dimension, which makes it easier to choose the index and improve the credit of the valuation. With this method, we can avoid indetermination and ensure to decide correctly and objectively.
To reduce the number of the selected index and dimension cutting down the calculation quantity, this paper determined the principle components when the cumulative percent of the variance is over 90% for they contained 2015 most information. Then we calculated the evaluation of the selected journals and the score with the cumulative percent of the variance as the weight of the component then finally reached the comprehensive value.
Instance Analysis
This paper uses data and evaluation index in references (He et al. 2013 ) and calculates for the for economic journals with matlab and SPSS19 et al. (2012) . Then we utilize entropy-TOPSIS method to evaluate these journals.
The Academic Level of Economic Journals Evaluation Model upon TOPSIS Based on Entropy Method
We evaluate the 20 economic journals（Let B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B8, B9, respectively stand for: Extended total cited version number, extended influence factor, extended immediacy index, extended cited rate, extended number of citing sci-tech journals, extended disciplines impact indicators, extended discipline diffusion index, extend cited half-life, extended H Index）, as shown in B1  B2  B3  B4  B5  B6  B7  B8 
Conclusion
The paper uses TOPSIS based on entropy weight to evaluate the 9 indicators of the 20 economic journals. We exclude subjective factors with method of determining the objective weight and calculate the TOPSIS value after weighting the data. At first standardizing the journals' data and calculating the weights of all the indicators according to entropy. After weighing the data, we can calculate and obtain the score of TOPSIS. Relative proximity is between 0 and 1. If the value is closer to 1, indicating that the corresponding evaluation object closer to the optimal level. Whereas it is closer to the worst level. At the same time, PCA can prove its reasonability that it can impact on readers and citers to some extent.
The analysis procedure of TOPSIS based on is simple, it can reflect the evaluation date of each index directly, starting from the objective weight and based on the objective data, eliminating the interruption from the subjective factors. It can also adequately mine the intrinsic link of data and show the objectivity of the model. Other objective methods can obtain the evaluated results such as PCA and RSR but their processes are more complex. If we got the index weight totally from experts' advice, then it lacks science and objectivity. However, extended influence factor only includes the cites in 2 years. It is partial to evaluate the journals according to extended influence factor so comprehensive method is more persuasive.
The evaluation system is not a single evaluation system, we also need to consider the conditions when applying and the accuracy. Although TOPSIS based on the entropy can avoid subjective factors, this weight result may not stand for the real situation. A better way to do this is to combine the objective weight method and the advice from experts to do an oriented research, with this we can optimize the model in evaluating the academic level of journals, a further study need to conduct to apply the subjective factors.
